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Missile plan rr

We, of course, cannot discern the
motivation behind Andropov's
proposal. It may be a play for public
opinion in the West, a response to
threat or a sincere essay at arms
reduction.

Whatever the motivation, the offer
presents an opportunity for genuine
progress in Geneva and for the United
States to soothe the rankled masses of
its Western European allies.

U.S. negotiators should take
Andropov's offer into serious
consideration. More' missiles in
Western Europe would not be a boon
for anyone who wishes to avoid
nuclear conflict

The United States, until now, hs3
refused to even consider including the
medium-rang- e missiles on British and
French soil in arms reduction talks,
absurdly clakning thct thesa weapons
are solely for defensive purposes and
that the Soviet Union is the only nation
pursuing a monopoly on such missiles
in Europe. A continuing refusal by UJ5.

negotiators to count the NATO
weapons and a blanket refusal of the
Soviets latest offer would indicate
that the West is not interested in
nuclear parity in Western Europe or
anywhere else, and could sink the
Geneva talks.

Editorial
Policy

employees or the NU Board of
Regents.

The Daily Nebraskan's
publishers are the regents, who
established the UNL Publications Board
to supervise the daily
production of the newspaper.
According to policy set by the
regents, the content of the
newspaper lies solely in the hands of
its student editors.

Unsigned editorials represent
official policy of the fall 1083 Daily
Nebraskan. They are written by this
semester's editor in chief, Larry
Sparks.

Other staff members will write edi-
torials throughout the semester. They
will carry the author's name after the
final sentence.

Editorials do not necessarily
reflect the views of the university, its
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Drive Alona
$50 month

Carpool cf 3 ' LTS Pastport
$17 month 417month

Share tho Road; Share tho Ride
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One look tells you that Leo's ballet and
tap shoes are beautifully styled. It takes
a little longer to firtd out that they're
amazingly comfortable and durable, too
They're the best value in ballet and tap
shoes you can find. It's no accident-L- eo

did it on purpose! Come in and see'
for yourself.

A diamond ring can be . as unique as the person who wears it. Let
Sartor Hamann ow yu now trie styling of the ring, combined with
the size, shape and quality of the diamond can make your ring a perfect
match for you and your budget. We'll be happy to answer any of your
questions and show, you the best values to match your own special
needs
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